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Fr Paul Says…..

Music In May

As I prepare to bring my thirty-two years of
service working in the diocesan curia to a
close, my last significant piece of work is to
be engaged in the development of a ten-year
strategy for the diocese. I am not doing it
alone. I am part of a team of clergy and laity
who have been working for some time to
discern the priorities as we move into the
future as a diocesan family.
The strategic process has been initiated

Wow! Things were hotting up for the parishes of Ringwood and Fordingbridge on Saturday 7th May. Phat
Larry’s Big Roll Band gave us a fabulous evening of folk music, rock and some good old standards too.
People were on their feet – some even danced! Susan, David and Maria revived “The Rivers of Babylon”
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because of the need for some planning in the
light of consultation with the people of the
diocese. A major issue has been the call by
the Church to focus our energies on the
work of mission and evangelization. We are
Christians to give praise to God and to
spread knowledge of him and Jesus’s
message to the people with whom with live
and work. What are the changes that need to
happen in our diocese and parishes if we are
going to be effective and successful in the
work of proclaiming the Gospel to all?
There have been several consultations and
one of them was called “A Thousand
Voices” the other was the Synod Process
initiated by Pope Francis.
The material that emerged from these
conversations provided a guide to
formulating the priorities which form the
basis of the strategy. The
outline of the strategy was drafted by a small
group of us, with Bishop Philip, on the Isle
of Wight during the great storm earlier this
year.

for us, transporting me back to school discos of the late seventies. Well done!
We enjoyed a ploughman’s supper provided on tastefully prepared and
arranged tables with proper cutlery and plates. It was a glorious evening so
we could overflow into the late evening sunshine and the bar – the bar was
so reasonable that I took a bottle of wine home. Let’s just say the price of a
price of a pint was competitive! We could even pay by card!
A beautiful painting by local artist, Teresa Rogers, had served as the motif
for the event’s publicity and ticket sales. Teresa generously donated the
original work to a prize draw won by a delighted member of the audience.
Local businesses had also responded by donating fabulous prizes; from the
Regal Cinema, a Single Gold Membership; from La Lambretta in
Fordingbridge a meal voucher and from the house band a bottle of fine wine.
A stunning limited-edition print donated by Collier and Dobson in
Fordingbridge was promptly offered back to the organisers by a most
generous winner to be auctioned for the cause; it duly raised a further £15O as Larry proved himself a
whacky auctioneer. In total, the event raised £1270 for Ukraine, to be donated to CAFOD’s dedicated fund
for the purpose.
Thank you to the organises for a brilliant event!
(Larry Bartel and Ed)

Walking The Line

The strategy document, to be published in
the summer, is called “Come Follow Me”.
The title may be changed because there is
not universal agreement about it, some
wanted it called “Go out and Bear Fruit” but
that was the title of Bishop Crispian’s
strategy document of twenty years ago.
It has five main sections which briefly
describe the outcomes to be expected
“Missionary Communities” comes first, as
would be expected. The aims of this section
look to developing evangelization and
welcome in our parishes. In the ideal parish,
all people would feel welcomed and known,
including strangers and enquirers who wish
to become Catholics. Support and
encouragement for the young and old and
everyone in between would be crucial. An
important aspect would be respecting and
valuing the gifts of the young. There would
be an active social life.

I am not your typical railway enthusiast, but I really enjoyed walking along this this little rail line in the
Yorkshire Dales. Saved from threatened closure by local residents, it is lovingly maintained by volunteers.
Some of the little stations, perched high on the moors, are so remote they seem to serve no human
settlement. The grey limestone buildings are painted in maroon and cream, the original signs are still in
use, and the signals and signal boxes all restored and in immaculate condition. (photo)

We were fascinated by the majestic
viaduct in its unlikely wild location.
Build by navvies, it took five years to
complete - so long, that the railway
company installed the men’s wives
and children’s in wooden huts in
shanty towns nearby with names like
‘Jerusalem’ and ‘Jericho’. These
makeshift communities had hospitals
and schools and churches. (Photo)

The second section is called “Church
Beyond Walls”. The aims include
establishing a strong and flourishing RCIA
process; a well-developed response to the
needs of the local community with at least
one Caritas project. And there would be a
justice and peace group overseeing social
responsibility and environmental projects.
Section Three is called “People of God:
Laity” and looks towards respecting and
developing lay leadership in parishes and
the various ministry groups which embrace
a variety of gifts offered by different people.
There would be education programmes in
theology and scripture and partnership and
collaboration would be indispensable.

The line still serves some purpose in
providing a rail link between Leeds and Carlisle. It is also used to transport goods - logs from Scotland and
limestone from the quarries. While walking in the Dales you can sometimes catch a glimpse of a little
Noddy train creeping along the other side of the valley. It is enchanting.

“People of God: Clergy” forms the fourth
section and looks at developing
accountability and belonging among the
clergy - an appraisal process will be
implemented. Liturgy and worship are
included here as something that needs

Pictured above on the Carlisle to Settle line is LNER Peppercorn Class A1 60163 Tornado a 4-6-2 steam
locomotive built by the A1 Steam Locomotive Trust. Completed in 2008 at the cost of around £3 million,
it is the first newly built main line steam locomotive in the UK since Evening Star in 1960.
(Wiki)

(Penny Sharp)
For real trainspotters:

And Evening Star (Standard class 9f 2-10-0) was frequently seen at Salisbury in the early sixties. (Ed)
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improvement.
The final section is entitled “Resourcing
Mission”. The recommendations will mean
some significant changes, not to say
challenges, for parishes. Our buildings will
come under the microscope to ensure that
they are well maintained, and that maximum
use is made of them. Parishes will also be
helped to discern which sites need to close
and which could be developed further for
mission. The most significant change will
be the reduction from around 95 parishes to
24. The aim of this is to optimize resources
and to develop teams of priests and deacons
who, together, will serve large geographical
areas containing separate worshipping
communities which were previously called
parishes. It is envisaged that our area of
Avon Stour will become a single parish with
a parish priest and a number of supporting
clergy living in the different worshipping
communities.

Salisbury Cathedral Flower Festival
After an enforced delay of two years, Salisbury Cathedral put
on its latest Flower Festival in May. There were fabulous
displays which must have taken ages to design and produce. I
was told 35,000 individual blooms were involved, but I suspect
this might have been an underestimate. The Festival theme was
the Cathedral Past and Present, and, of course the Queen’s
Platinum Jubilee was acknowledged. Individual exhibits had
their own spectacular themes as well.
I suspect many readers attended. It is a very popular event but
I’m afraid my photos don’t do it justice. If you went and took
some photographs, please send them in to me and I will publish them in next month’s Forty Days.

All this is planned for the next ten years and
some of what I have written may be changed
after consultation. Much of the work for
clergy and the training of new priests will be
resourced by the presence diocesan find
raising initiative which is called “Closer to
Christ”. It is a campaign which is finding its
way into all our parishes and will eventually
find its way into ours.

Reading Recommendations

My aunt, a long time ago put me onto Ken
Follet who had written “The Pillars of the
Earth” which she said, correctly, was
inspired by Salisbury Cathedral. Since
reading that long ago, I have read various
others of his, mostly with medieval settings,
so it was lucky that just before covid I came
across another tome (Follett rarely seems to
do things by halves) entitled “Fall of
Giants” set around the Great War years. It is
the first of a trilogy.
Now it is a thick book – over eight hundred
pages – and it does put me in mind of “War
and Peace” in that it tells the stories of five
fictional families as they struggle with loves
and suffering against the backdrop of the
war and the years immediately before and
after.
The families are quite diverse comprising
Welsh miners, Rich Americans, poor
Russians and English and German
aristocrats. Of course, the war affects each
of them in different ways and changes their
lives forever. The story provides enthralling
insights into social history, and you do
(Chris Basham)
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bump into historical cameos, of Wilson,
Lenin and Churchill from time to time.

Going Wild!

It kept me going through covid and I heartily
recommend the book, but not the disease.

This year we are trying out a wild-flower bed in our garden which will give me lots of inspiration for new
paintings. I hope it will be ready for Hampshire Open Studios during the last ten days of August when my
studio and gallery is open to the public.
I love seed-heads and many of my paintings at my current exhibition at Cranborne Garden Centre reflect
this.

The art-work I would like to
show you is a piece of textile
art. The background is from an
original painting, and I have had
it put digitally onto soft cotton
and embroidered it. It led to me
producing embroidery kits for
sale and they were very popular
during lockdown.

Foolishly, perhaps, I volunteered Penny a
month off in return for a bit of trainspotting
and offered to do both reviews this month.
My teenage reading is a bit out of date these
days and I asked advice in the library. “The
Perks of Being a Wallflower” was the result.
Below are some remarks from Wikipaedia.
‘Read by all ages, The Perks of Being a
Wallflower is targeted at a teenage
audience. The book addresses a range of
themes dispassionately. These themes
include drugs, friendship, body image, first
love, suicide, eating
disorders and
sexuality. Chbosky
appreciates
the
importance of entertainment in adolescence:
"Books, songs, and movies are more than
entertainment when we're young. They help
all of us discover who we are, what we
believe, and what we hope our life can
be.” As such, the book contains several
cultural references across all mediums:
musically the book references The
Smiths and Fleetwood Mac, literarily the
book references This Side of Paradise, On
the
Road, Peter
Pan, To
Kill
a
Mockingbird, Hamlet, The
Stranger and Walden, and theatrically the
book references The Rocky Horror Picture
Show.’

I have recently been asked to
contribute to an exhibition at
Langford Lakes near Salisbury
to help heighten awareness of
British endangered species and
this includes both flora and
fauna. I will be exhibiting two
endangered
wild-flowers:
Meadow Clary, a type of salvia
and Twinflower a really
beautiful plant with two pink
bells on a slender stem. I will
also be providing paintings of
beavers and starlings. All wonderful subjects for any artist! The exhibition at Langford Lakes runs from
2nd till 24th July. It is a very pretty nature reserve, well worth a visit at any time of year as there are lake
sidewalks and bird hides as well as The Kingfisher Cafe. If you visit there don’t forget your camera!
(Teresa Rogers)

Syrian Refugees

All of which is perfectly true, and I can see
that reading this book might be a help to
boys struggling with the challenges of
growing up. It has been made into a film.

After an eight week gap, thanks to Covid, early
in May I walked Jester in the Forest. The first
thing I noticed were the trees - the change from
bare branches to the light Spring green leaves!
As I was admiring the trees a deer crept out of
the trees in front of me - welcome back! The
gorse is still in flower but the Forest floor was
also showing signs of new life - the fascinating
crozier shapes of new bracken fronds were just
beginning to appear together with patches of
yellow. The yellow was due to Tormentil.

It reads rather like “Catcher in the Rye” but
I found it a bore. The characterization is
weak, and although it resembles “Catcher In
The Rye” and even “Adrian Mole” in some
respects, there is little humour to share with
the author. I wouldn’t bother!
(Chris Basham)

Poetry Please!
Grace Nichols is from Guyana. She came to
England in the late seventies and in a very
simple direct way she tells us a little of her
experience of being fat and black and
female in a foreign culture. (Actually, she is
not particularly ‘fat’ but I’m not entering
into the self-concept debate!)

Fabulous Forest

Here at last! The family escaping oppression in Syria
has arrived and is now settled in Verwood. Brought here
by some Ellingham and Ringwood Rugby Football Club
members and one or two others under a scheme run by
the Home Office over the last four or five years. They
arrived on 5 May and a lot has happened since. The
children have all started school, the family has been
registered with a local doctor, they have been taken on
shopping trips and assisted in opening a bank
account. The parents will be introduced to the Job
Centre and application will be made for social benefits.
th

Under the scheme the family are being given British
citizenship and treated exactly as any other British

Tormentil, a member
of the rise family, is
one
of
the
commonest
heathland
flowers
and will grow in any
open area on acid
ground. It requires
areas to be grazed to
prevent
grasses
getting too long and
shading it out. The root of tormentil can be used
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family, entitled to Universal Credit, child allowance and
so on. We are trying to limit their interaction with the
community to that which is necessary, and that of their
choice, hence the rear view photograph.

to make medicine to treat diarrhoea, stomach
problems and fever.
A few days later I wandered further and was
pleased to see lousewort again together with
violets, interesting sedges and wood anemones
which belong to the buttercup family and are
named after the Greek god Anemos, who sent
the flowers ahead of him in spring. The Romans
considered wood anemones a 'lucky charm' and
would pick the first flowers to appear each year
to ward off fever.

The Fat Black Woman Goes Shopping
Shopping in London winter
is a real drag for the fat black woman
going from store to store
in search of accommodating clothes
and de weather so cold
Look at the frozen thin mannequins
fixing her with grin
and de pretty face salesgals
exchanging slimming glances
thinking she don’t notice
Lord is aggravating
Nothing soft and bright and billowing
to flow like breezy sunlight
when she walking
The fat black woman curses in
Swahili/Yoruba
and nation language under her breathing
all this journeying and journeying
The fat black woman could only
conclude
that when it come to fashion
the choice is lean

The family arrived with very little. Their Landlord has
been generous with the rent and some soft
furnishings. The children can hardly find their beds
under the toys, books and rugby shirts. School uniforms
have been purchased and a couple of coats provided for
the parents. Mobile phones, sim cards and internet
access have been found. They started with a little
English, which is now improving daily. We are fortunate
in having 3 ESOL (English for Speakers of Other
Languages) teachers in our support group, so now that
the children are in school and will learn English very
quickly, the parents can take an English assessment and
begin their language lessons.
They are now able to make their own friends but will
continue to be visited by members of the group who will
introduce them to activities and events, answer
questions and help with conversational English and of
course be ready to provide help in an emergency

The presence of wood anemones usually
indicates ancient woodland as it spreads very
slowly (six feet per century is claimed)
(Barbara Geatrell)

Parish Walk

(David Saunders)

Nothing much beyond size 14

Posh Frock?

Looking at Miss World
Tonight the fat black woman
is all agaze
will some Miss (plump at least
if not fat and black) uphold her name
The fat black woman awaits in vain
slim after slim aspirant appears
baring her treasures in hopeful despair
this the fat black woman can hardly bear

In addition to the many ponies, we saw a herd
(?) of donkeys and another of cattle as well as
cyclists and dog walkers, all very friendly. Our
next walk will be on 11th June, to avoid the
Jubilee weekend. Hopefully we will revert to
the 1st Saturday from July on.

And as the beauties yearn
and the beauties yearn
the fat black woman wonders
when will the beauties
ever really burn
O the night wears on
the night wears on
judges mingling with chiffons
The fat black woman gets up
and pours some gin
toasting herself as a likely win
(Grace Nichols)

The Joint Parish Walk on Saturday 14th enjoyed
the sunshine on Rockford Common. The Gorse
was not quite as good as a week earlier, but still
very yellow in patches. The mass of buds
among the thorns is extraordinary.
One
wonders what the plant is trying to attract (us?)

(David Saunders)

Left over and still on display from the Flower Festival
in The Cathedral - it isn’t the actual robe worn by The
Queen after her coronation but a faithful replica. It says
“It is fashioned from pampas and lagurus grass with
gilded ruscus, helichrys and ferns. It took over three
hundred hours to make and resembles the one worn by
HM The Queen after her crowning.” Gosh!
(Chris Basham)

War in Ukraine
We continue to hear every day about the dreadful events

Anyone for a Gardening Party?
An eager band of part-time horticulturalists (ie
parishioners!) gathered to tackle the post-winter
tidy up of the gardens at Our Lady of Sorrows
in Fordingbridge. Paths, bushes, the piazza area
adjacent to the hall, borders and hedges - all
were in the sights of our hardy gardeners young and not quite so young – whose efforts
over just a very few hours reaped a handsome
reward.
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Cathedral Peregrines

(Photo C Watson)

This morning (Monday 23 May) the four
peregrine chicks that hatched in the nestbox
on the South Tower balcony were ringed by
Nigel Jones from the British Trust for
Ornithology, assisted by Phil Sheldrake, the
Cathedral’s Nature Conservation Adviser.
The chicks, two females and two males,
who are just over a month old, were
weighed and measured before being
returned to their nestbox.
Each chick was fitted with two rings: a small
metal BTO ring for tracking and recordkeeping and a larger orange plastic so-called
Darvic ring bearing a unique two-letter ID
that means anyone with sharp eyes,
binoculars or a telescope can identify the
falcons – and let the Cathedral and BTO
know where they saw them and how they
were.
Phil Sheldrake, Salisbury Cathedral’s
Nature
Conservation
Officer
said:
“This year’s pair have been model parents
and have done well to raise four healthy
chicks. We had to wait for the final
hatchling to appear, but they all seem to be
progressing well. Feeding four chicks is a
big undertaking and both parents are
constantly out hunting to feed themselves
and their youngsters.”

in Ukraine. I am sure the funds we have sent them will
be put to good humanitarian use via CAFOD. The news
at the moment is not good. In the East of Ukraine and
along the coast, the Russians are making gains. The
‘Steamroller’ is at work. Black Sea ports are blockaded
and mined so grain and other supplies, so necessary for
the rest of the world, cannot get out. Ukraine holds out
and gives ground reluctantly but always it is the plight
of those caught up in the maelstrom that is most moving.
Janet Arden sent me in this short piece bringing home
the situation innocent people find themselves in.

“My
daughter-in-law
lived for the first thirteen
years of her life in
Kharkiv (Ukraine's 2nd
largest city) which is
close to the Russian
border on the eastern
side. Thankfully the
family moved firstly to
Israel
and
then
eventually settled in
Canada. She describes
Kharkiv as a once
beautiful area which is
now
largely
destroyed.
Her
schoolfriend, Olga, used
Olga and son in shelter in Kharkiv to message Yulia during
the night saying how
very scared she was. Eventually Olga, along with her
mother, son and dog, managed to escape and are now in
Marcelle, France, where she is settling nicely Her son,
Ruslan, is attending a local school and she is looking for
a job Her partner and father are still in Ukraine where
her partner is helping to defend the country.”
Kharkiv has been recovered by Ukrainian counterattack
but has come under renewed shelling. We hope for better
news!

Thank you to all contributors, and this time
there seem to be quite a few! ‘Old Faithfuls’
continue to supply much copy, I mostly fill
in where I have to, and there are some new
names too, and some out of parish! Please
keep me supplied! If you have given me
material and not seen it yet I have a folder
of those which I will use later when I need
to or they are more topical (In my opinion,
of course - I do very little censorship!)
It does occur to me, particularly in relation
to ‘Old Faithfuls’ who keep sending me
stuff, because of my appalling memory for
faces coupled with my general lack of
attention to others, I hardly seem to know
exactly who you are face-to-face. In the

A communal tea
break, complete with
home-baked cakes,
gave everyone a
chance to reflect on
tasks accomplished
and
contemplate
those yet to come
with a degree of
horticultural insight
and authority that
would have proved
authentic if you’d heard them on Gardeners’
Question Time.
These gardening parties are open to all – every
competency level and none is welcome, and
the sessions provide great opportunities, not
only to enhance our church’s environment, but
also to enjoy the good company of fellow
parishioners.
(Larry Bartel )

Thoughts from Abroad

(Salisbury Cathedral press release)

End Bits

John Singleton proved
a cool shot with an
industrial
power
cleaner – neither the
piazza nor the steep
path leading from the
basement any longer
constitute slip hazards
following a torrential
aqua-blitzing by Cool
Hand Singleton. Alex wielded a rake with
Monty Don-esque precision; Jennie petrified
the border weeds into submission in her adept
handling of a glintingly sharp trowel, a skill she
readily shared with nine-year-old Bella to
double the weed haul. And Ann made startling
progress in clearing weed growth from all
around the church perimeter.

(Janet Arden and Chris Basham)

I’m in California for a break after my year’s
assignment as Head of Charity for Cartas in the
Diocese which finished at the end of May. It’s
been a busy and sometimes hard twelve months,
but I believe I am leaving Caritas in a good
place with a great team recruited and impactful
work being delivered. I hope that the Diocese
will see the wisdom of supporting the work we
do... and more importantly the work we can
continue to do… with financial as well as
intellectual support.
But turning to the garden.

Cookery Corner
Cherries Jubilee: Very topical (and alcoholic!)
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

1 (16 oz) can pitted (fresh or frozen) cherries
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 stick butter
1/4 cup brandy

Out here, up in the mountains at 5000 feet,
spring has just come. And like most Californian
spring it is already very warm: 31 degrees,
today but with a lovely breeze on the mountain
side.
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light of the fact that we now are approaching
thirty editions and because following synod
were are trying to bring the parishes more
together I thought some kind of ‘gathering’
might be appropriate – probably involving
alcohol – and in the parish hall. I would
appreciate your comments on this idea.
For once, I am pleased with this issue; much
better than the last when I was covid struck!
I think it is pretty variable and of some
interest to everybody.
However, (Here he goes!) I would love to
have more and broader contributions. There
are a wealth of topics you could write
about: HM’s Jubilee, summer events,
holidays, gripes and groans, and oh, please,
articles from kids, art work, comments,
letters. Please keep writing in and keep
“Forty Days” on the road!

•

vanilla ice cream

Directions
Drain cherries, reserving all the juice. Melt butter in a
sauté pan. Stir in cornstarch and sugar until smooth.
Gradually stir in the reserved cherry juice. The mixture
will thicken up. When it boils, pour in the brandy and
turn off the heat. Light the brandy in the pan with a
lighter or long match. When the flame dies down, stir in
the cherries and serve over ice cream
(From internet)

The wildflowers up here are very beautiful and
can occur in great abundance in the spring.
Most of you will know, or maybe even have
grown, the Californian poppy (Eschscholzia
californica, also called the cup of gold) which
grows wild in great numbers in both the high
desert areas and up on the mountain meadows.
With them are blue Californian hyacinths and
lupins. Just a wonderful sight, and you know
that within a couple of weeks, the show is over,
and the heat and the drought will replace the
intense colours with the equally interesting
earth tones of this magical landscape. The
photo is of the Antelope Valley, a high desert
area between the Mohave and the San Gabriel
mountains, north of LA.
A privilege to be here at this time, and balm for
the soul.
(Sheila Wade)

(Chris)
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